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Knowing the users across verticals 

Industry-focused units within IDC.

More than 80 analysts WW. 

Dedicated Insights team in CEE and 
MEA. 

Industry experience and local 
knowledge.

Understanding of IT priorities and how 
IT is deployed by users.

Leveraging more than 45 years of IDC 
research methods and processes.



Central and Eastern Europe

Spending Context



Intro: context from the top down

Regional IT Spending – 2012

Global IT spending:  USD 2 024  billion
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US$ Billion

Regional IT Spending – 2012

Intro: context from the top down

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
SK	HU	CZ	PO	SW	ND	RU
1.60	2.90	5.12	10.13	16.90	25.80	30.90

Sweden has 9.5 billion




US$

IT spend per capita – 2012
two-tiered Europe 

Intro: context from the top down

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
EU average: 879.65



Intro: context from the top down
A bit more balanced – IT spend/GDP, 2012

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
EU average: 2.72%




US$ Million

Government: CEE regional perspective

Government IT Spending – 2012
Total: ~USD 7,262 million 
(for listed countries)



Government: regional perspective

CEE government IT spending 
per capita – 2012

US$ US$

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
	Per capita		% of GDP
UK  	219.78		0.61%
DE  	110.69		0.28%
FR  	105.88		0.27%
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Government: regional perspective

UN eGovernment Index, 2012



Government: regional perspective



Per GDP

“Realistic” assessment of 
appropriate spending levels

Catching up to WE leaders 
unlikely 

Greater efficiency unlikely to 
compensate for lower spend

Shared/pooled resources 
could leverage common 
needs

Relative wealth at play: per capita vs GDP

Per Capita

Reflective of citizen 
expectations of technology

Catching up to WE leaders a 
possibility

Stretches budgets in hard 
times (and in easy times)

Legacy infrastructure and 
systems easier to handle 



Central and Eastern Europe

Citizen Expectations – IT Implications



Screening: access through the window
“We are no longer people of the book, we are people of the screen”

– Kevin Kelly 

The screen is not the channel – it provides 
access to the channel.

The channel is the portal or the entity at the 
other end of a task-specific screen (e.g. 
airport check in or POS system). 

The screen will be the communications 
expectation: calling, texting, IMing, email, 
VoIP, web access, music, TV, film, 
document transfer (Databox), ticket 
purchase, hotel booking, etc.

Access is the expectation   

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
Sales of Smart Mobile Devices (SMDs) will surge 20% to $430 billion
PC sales will grow 1.7%, to $237 billion
Internet access via SMDs will exceed PC access by 2015
Mini tablets will jump from 33% to 60% of the tablet market




Screening: access through the window
The beauty of the screen – makes it easier to serve citizens

Citizen location

Govt 
offices

Govt 
offices

Govt 
offices

Govt 
offices

Govt 
offices

Citizen location

What else does the screen enable? 

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
This is largely enabled by internet access – particularly broadband and eventually mobile broadband.



Interacting: citizens and their government

CitizenFriends
family

Business Leisure

Government
(G2G as well)



Interacting: citizens and their government
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Interacting: citizens and their government

Official documentation: taxes, licenses, social 
services, life events, voting, etc.  

Policy and legislative input: twitter, forums, 
Facebook, portals, etc.

Community input: neighborhood improvement, 
state improvement, parks/trails feedback, petitions, 
services processes, etc. 

Screens and interaction … what else is it good for? 



Predicting: easier than the weather
“Big Data” collects it all – next generation solutions puts it to use 

- Service use times, dates, lengths, 
locations, demographics, etc

- Offices contacted, when, why, 
primary issues, staff, etc

- Web and portal visit data, form 
use, downloads, primary media, 
preferred media, etc

- Social media likes, retweets, etc
- Opinions, comments, feedback, 

threads, email content, etc

“Everything” collected

- Who needs a service? When do 
they need it? Why do they need 
it? Where do they need it?

- Where are repairs, improvements, 
new services, etc needed? 

- What kinds of policies and 
processes will benefit the most 
citizens? 

- How can citizens become 
participants in government? 

To answer questions

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
Telcos are already doing this – they run so many analytics on their users that at the micro level, they could probably tell you when I am going to call my mother – or when she is going to call me. They may know it even before I do. At the macro level they know when to plan for usage peaks, what base stations need repair, storage capacity, call location density, back-hall use, etc. With location based services and user pinging they could tell use how many people are likely to be at a certain place at a certain time of day to determine everything from whether a new store should be opened to whether more police might be neeeded.  

Government should do the same. 



Working together 

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
Create a new paradigm for planning – not just IT but all acitivities. 

Break down the silos – and start working collaboratively and with common tools.

The beauty is, IT already makes this easier. Data Box and Czech Point here in CZ are examples of steps in this direction. Granted they are accessing the silos rather than breaking down the walls between them – but they are helping to change the mindset. With CzechPoint, for instance – in the past you had to visit all the different agencies and work with each one separately to get forms and notices. Now it can be done in a single spot. 

And of course – we all know this already. We just need to find the will – from the top and from the bottom of the administrative hierarchy – to make it happen.



Next steps for benefits all around
Create or use a ready-made smart government maturity model for planning
A framework with an established set of IT goals that charts every decision will help 
ensure rapid progression. Goals likely to include: 

• Increase citizen participation in government
Engage public to enhance decision buy-in and increase public participation.

• Create information transparency in government 
Utilize technology to put information about agency decisions and operations online 
and in forums available to the public.

• Collaborate across government entities 
Utilize innovative tools, methods, and systems to cooperate at all levels of 
government and engage the public in the work of their government.

Continue to centralize resources and shift towards common platforms
Push managers, directors, deputy ministers to create IT services and resources 
centers within the government. 

Incorporate citizen expectations into all tenders
As a layer over any IT planning, be sure managers, directors, deputy ministers create 
IT services and resources that speak to access/screaning, interacting, and predicting. 



For more information

Mark Yates 
Lead Analyst, Government Insights
myates@idc.com
+420 221 423 140

Jan Petruj
Research Analyst, Insights and Vertical Markets
rmaceska@idc.com
+420 221 423 140
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